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Abstract

Abstracting AI Evaluation Environments with Virtual Machines

by

Arindam Sarma

Open AI’s Universe, intended to foster the development of general AI agents that

could use a computer like humans do, fell short in a number of ways. As a

result, attention shifted to smaller sets of environments such as Gym Retro or the

Arcade Learning Environment. My thesis shows a way to overcome several of the

limitations in the design of Universe by abstracting the execution of an interactive

application in a full-system virtual machine. By using virtual machines, we regain

the broad scope of the original Universe project, as well as the ability to pause,

save, and restore at arbitrary moments of interaction, allowing the usage of several

sophisticated exploration algorithms. I describe an API that implements the

virtual machine strategy using Oracle’s Virtual Box and ways to extend it with a

framework for sensors and input actions that allow a broad range of manipulations

of the virtual machines. I then walk through experiments designed to characterize

the interaction latency and jitter associated with my implementation, as well as

analyze the space costs associated with these large VMs and their associated

save points. Finally, I demonstrate the utility of this implementation by showing

automated play of two games.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2016, Open AI announced what was to be a revolutionary new “software

platform for measuring and training an AI’s general intelligence across the world’s

supply of games, websites and other applications.” This platform, called Universe,

was intended to foster the development of general AI agents that could use a com-

puter like a human does: “by looking at screen pixels and operating a virtual key-

board and mouse". Unfortunately, the technical implementation of this promising

idea had a number of limitations that prevented it from achieving widespread use,

and by 2018 Universe was abandoned. The research community has since shifted

their attention to the Gym Retro platform, which targets a much narrower space

of classic video games.

My work shows a way to overcome several of the limitations in the design

of Universe by abstracting the execution of an interactive application in a full-

system virtual machine (VM). In contrast with many other AI training platforms,

a Universe interaction can not be paused. Although the AI agents being trained

never need to pause time, the software frameworks used to train them benefit from

this ability (and others such as the ability to restore past save points or to read

and write arbitrary memory addresses). Using virtual machines, we can pause,
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save, and restore at arbitrary moments of interaction. Although this design is not

without significant time and space costs, it regains most of the broad scope of the

original Universe project’s ambitions. Further, the support for save-and-restore

enables direct application of new exploration algorithms such as Uber AI Lab’s

Go-Explore which frequently teleports between disparate states of an interaction.

In this thesis, I describe an API that implements the virtual machine strategy

using Oracle’s Virtual Box and ways to extend it with a framework for sensors and

input actions that allow a broad range of manipulations of the virtual machines.

I then walk through experiments designed to characterize the interaction latency

and jitter associated with my implementation, as well as analyze the space costs

associated with these large VMs and their associated save points (in the form

of a state tree). Finally, I demonstrate the utility of this implementation by

showing automated play of two games. The first is a classic game similar to those

commonly used for AI testing, while the second is dynamically loaded over the

network and played in a browser, showing the open-ended nature of this way of

abstracting environments.
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Chapter 2

Background

The stated goal of Open AI’s Universe was to allow an AI agent to use a com-

puter like a human does. It used the VNC (virtual network computing) system

to give the agent a virtual keyboard and mouse controlling a Docker container,

while feeding it screen pixel data [1].1 A key point was that there was no need for

the user to have any special access to the test environment’s program internals,

source code, or bot APIs. Universe was released as a Python library that tied into

Open AI’s previous Gym library, which itself was a collection of test environments

with a shared interface, intended for the development of general algorithms. The

purpose of this was to allow Universe to act as an extension to the Gym environ-

ments, while allowing the syntax to use it to remain simple and straightforward.

Figure 2.1 shows how the Universe API is used.

There were ambitious goals to allow for integration of several games and other

tasks into the system, but outside of several starting partnerships [1] with a num-

ber of developers like EA, Microsoft Studios, and Valve, the tools required to allow

a user to add a new test environment were never released (or created) [12].

Even on the systems that were available to work with, there were several
1https://github.com/openai/universe/blob/master/doc/protocols.rst
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Figure 2.1: An example of using a Universe environment.

issues. First, there were several sources of latency between the agent and the

environment (e.g. network latency associated with VNC itself). In their tests,

it took 110 ms for an observation to arrive to the agent, 10ms for the agent to

compute the next action, and 30ms for the agent’s action to take effect in the

environment [1]. This doesn’t seem too bad at first glance, as the average human

reaction latency is sometimes characterized as 250ms [15], but this calculation has

a number of hidden assumptions. First, these transmissions might be happening

over the public internet, which means there could be a large variance in the latency

felt by any individual user based on their circumstances. Additionally, this places

a severe time limit on the period an agent has to evaluate the last observation.

While this makes sense in an evaluation setting, it makes certain types of training

difficult. Finally, the fact that all of these communications are happening in real

time with no control over the execution speed creates potentially unavoidable

problems. Any source of slow down, whether from a processor spike from other

demands or just a slower/older machine in general, will introduce difficult to

characterize errors into the AI/environment interaction.

Due to these issues, Alex Nichol, formerly of Open AI, released µniverse, their

4



alternative to OpenAI Universe.2 This alternative is directly motivated by a long

list of shortcomings in Universe [12] including several mentioned earlier in this

thesis. Unlike Universe, µniverse focuses solely on HTML5 games, allowing for

direct code injections. This was a steep cost to generalizability, but provided full

control of execution time - slowing down, speeding up, and discrete stepping of the

environment were all possible. It is also possible to add hooks to extract specific

information out of the game with this platform, as the Chrome DevTools protocol

is used to communicate with the environment, instead of VNC. This solution

attempts to fix the identified issues by drastically paring down the applicable

scope of the system, which is unfortunate, as the broad generalizability was the

biggest draw to the Universe idea in the first place.

The µniverse solution is inline with the current state of environment technology

for AI, which predominantly uses custom interfaces for specific applications or

narrowly scoped platforms, such as Open AI’s Gym Retro [13] or the Arcade

Learning Environment [2]. These provide wrappers around emulators for older

gaming consoles - such as the Atari 2600 - in effect, providing limited virtual

machines simulating specialized hardware. My work will follow the same strategy

while working at the scale of modern desktop machines.

Full System Virtual Machines differ from these limited emulators in a num-

ber of key ways. First, and foremost, they allow for a broad range of emulated

hardware environments and compatible operating systems, even those that run

on a different instruction set architecture [14]. This allows for running modern

32/64-bit operating systems and all programs that can run therein. Other modern

features such as networking and hardware-accelerated graphics, seamless integra-

tion with modern input/output devices, and complete sandboxing of the virtual

machine are also standard.
2https://github.com/unixpickle/muniverse
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Oracle’s Virtual Box is a free and open source hypervisor - a system that

can create and run virtual machines - capable of virtualizing all major OS’s.3 A

guest OS runs on top of the host OS, and programmatic interaction between the

two is supported via a variety of methods, including any communication protocol

generally available to two networked systems. Using an API built on top of low

level functions to control a virtual machine, input can be passed from the host

machine to the guest, and data can either be passed back from the guest, or

extracted by the host.

One of the more interesting capabilities of a virtual machine is the ability to

save machine states, creating an exact, static copy of all memory and virtual disks

for the virtual machine, allowing guest processor execution to be restarted from

an exact moment in time.4 Coupled with this is the ability to pause the guest’s

processor entirely, as well as slow down execution or speed it up (to a degree).

Taken together, this allows an application running on the host machine (such as

an AI system) that is interacting with a VM to decouple its execution from the

execution of an application running on the guest machine.

As powerful as full system virtual machines are, their capabilities come with a

resource cost. As there is an additional layer between the running machine and the

actual hardware, there will always be a slight performance penalty (though this

is often negligible with modern hypervisors) [11]. Additionally, saving the entire

state of a virtual machine to the host’s disk is memory intensive. Modern systems

reduce this cost by instead saving differences between the current state and the

previous state in the tree, which can provide tremendous savings.5 Regardless, a
3https://www.virtualbox.org/
4https://docs.oracle.com/en/virtualization/virtualbox/6.0/user/snapshots.

html
5https://docs.oracle.com/en/virtualization/virtualbox/6.0/user/diffimages.

html
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full system virtual machine will always be more costly than a specific emulator

designed to simulate a simple system [14].

However, these states provide a powerful tool for exploration algorithms. The

ability to save and restore states is at the core of the Go-Explore algorithm. Go-

Explore, created in 2019 by researchers at Uber[8], is a new algorithm for hard

exploration problems. This algorithm outperformed state of the art solutions on

benchmark tests like "Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall by two orders of magni-

tude and 21,000 points, respectively". In fact, Go-Explore outclasses even the best

human records set on Montezuma’s Revenge, achieving what the researchers called

"superhuman performance". Even on Pitfall, the algorithm’s mean score "exceeds

human performance". They credit this ability to the following principles: "(1)

remember previously visited states, (2) first return to a promising state (without

exploration), then explore from it, and (3) solve simulated environments through

any available means (including by introducing determinism), then robustify via

imitation learning." As amazing as these results are, they come with a caveat; the

Go-Explore system is only demonstrated to work with Atari games via the Arcade

Learning Environment mentioned above.

Other game exploration algorithms like Rapidly Exploring Random Trees

(RRT) [16] and Reveal-More [4] have been demonstrated on a wider variety of

game platforms, but all were specific to low-resource emulators where system

state snapshots required only a few megabytes of storage in the worst case.

These algorithms would not be possible to implement on top of Universe be-

cause they require, in a certain sense, the ability to time travel to a specific

previous point, or move laterally across different branches of time. Agents trained

using these algorithms, in an environment that allows for restoring to arbitrary

saved states, can produce data be used to train agents that do not require this
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relatively expensive (and physically unrealistic) functionality [8].
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Chapter 3

API Design

The goal of my API design is to keep the programmer focused on modeling an

AI evaluation environment and not thinking about the details of VM integration.

The key goals were to minimize the time spent directly interacting with a VM,

outside of first time setup, expose all needed functionality to operate a VM as if it

were an Gym environment - effectively abstracting away the underlying VM - and

give the user the ability to easily leverage the pause, save state, and restore state

capabilities of a VM. After setting up a specific virtual machine with the initial

state needed for a task (usually by straightforwardly interacting with a desktop

OS), the programmer can define the environment by specifying the machine name

and the saved state name. After this, interaction with the environment is almost

identical to code for using the Open AI Gym API, as in Figure 3.1.

The API consists of three Python classes, each set up to be extended further if

desired. The most important is the VMSession class, which parallels the environ-

ment concept for Gym. This acts as the handler for the control flow of the VM,

allowing a user to easily start a specified VM, save the current state of the VM

to the host, restore the VM to a specified saved state, and close the VM when

work with it is completed. To provide the tightest temporal control of the VM to

9



Figure 3.1: Comparison of code using the OpenAI Gym API with code using
my own virtual machine API.
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Figure 3.2: Returning to a fixed point and explore multiple future paths.

the user, the VMSession class guarantees that the VM remains in a paused state

unless explicitly ordered to run for a user defined time step. The Action and

Sensor classes are designed to handle transmitted data to and from the VM, and

are both easily extended to allow for new types of actions and sensors.

At any time, the programmer can use the API calls session.save(name) or

session.restore(name) to create or return to a saved point in the execution

trace. Figure 3.2 shows sampling several possible futures from one starting point:

Due to the effort to ensure that the base state of the VM’s execution is to

wait in a paused state, a difference between virtual time (time the guest sees as

passing) and real time (time passed on the host) is created. The general control

flow is as follows: a VM environment is created, which can then attach any desired

sensors and load a specific state. Once execution is started, the VM immediately

pauses and an arbitrary amount of real time can pass without any virtual time

11



Figure 3.3: Registering a screenshot sensor with the session and reading back
pixel data in a step-by-step interaction loop.

passing. An action can be queued up, but it will not be executed on the guest

until a specified length of time for a step is provided, and the VM is told to step

forward in virtual time. At this point, the VM unpauses, fires the queued action,

runs for the duration of the step, then pauses. Thus, virtual time passes in user

defined chunks, plus any latency from processing commands on the host side. Any

registered sensor can be called before, during, or after a step, as in Figure 3.3.

Care was taken to ensure that no real grasp of VM operations is required to

use this API. While the initial set up does require that some user define the VM

parameters, that VM definition and set of associated states can then be shared

between users and used with no knowledge priors. When running, different VM’s

will provide feedback on certain actions (e.g. starting/stopping the execution of

a VM) which was deliberately not suppressed. There are obvious areas to add

debug or logging hooks into each command if required, and it is possible to register

12



sensors that report on the internal condition of an active environment (such as

maintaining a log of previous actions or checking the current queued action).

For programmers who are aware of the particular kind of VM used (e.g. Virtu-

alBox), they can implement custom actions and sensors by subclassing the Action

and Sensor classes. Actions need an act() method and sensors need a sense()

method. Actions can encompass the obvious, such as sending a keystroke or mouse

action to the VM, but the framework allows for extension to things such as mod-

ifying VM memory (by physical or virtual address, or even modifying processor

registers) or passing audio/video signals. Likewise, sensors can range from simple

screenshots to calling user-defined reporting systems that cooperate with metrics

being tracked inside the guest machine.

13



Chapter 4

API Implementation

From the user’s end, the API is generalized to the point of obscuring exactly

which hypervisor is running the VM. For the proof of concept, the API interfaces

with Oracle’s VirtualBox, as it is free, open source, and capable of virtualizing all

three of the most widely used PC operating systems (Windows, Linux variants,

MacOS).1 Much of my testing was done with a Windows host and a Linux guest,

as Linux tends to be lighter weight for testing purposes. The API is designed

to be implemented with any other hypervisors that expose programmatic control

hooks, such as QEMU or VMWare. However, while there are programmatic ways

to handle it, the first time creation of a virtual machine tends to be different

depending on the hypervisor, and each tends to have tools to finely tune the pro-

cess (allocating memory, number of virtual processors, real hardware utilization,

shared data access, etc.) that are outside of the scope of this API to handle.

There are a few different ways to communicate with a guest VM from the host

when using VirtualBox. VirtualBox has a “Main” API that sits on top of all of the

user and kernel-space code, exposing the “entire feature set of the virtualization
1https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2019#technology-_

-developers-primary-operating-systems
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Figure 4.1: The layers of Virtual Box reproduced from https://download.
virtualbox.org/virtualbox/SDKRef.pdf
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engine.” See Figure 4.1 for an illustration. There are four primary methods of

interacting with this API: through the VB GUI; the command-line tool VBoxMan-

age; a web service; or directly with the Component Object Model protocol (using

Microsoft COM on Windows hosts and Mozilla’s XPCOM on hosts that do not

support COM). My implementation uses both the robust VBoxManage command-

line tool (for actions like starting and stopping VMs and most input/output) and

a Python wrapper around COM communications to control VMs at a lower level

only when needed (e.g. for mouse control and memory manipulation because this

is not possible through the command-line tool). I found using the COM commu-

nication method to be error-prone.

VirtualBox ships with a web service “in a stand-alone executable (vboxweb-

srv) that, when running, acts as an HTTP server, accepts SOAP connections and

processes them” [7]. This would be similar to the VNC protocol used by Uni-

verse. However, compared to the other communication methods this has latency

penalties.

While libraries like pynput2 allow scripting host-level input events (like moving

the mouse) to the GUI, these would not be appropriate to use to send input

to an AI evaluation environment because they would allow unexpected actions

such as closing the entire virtual machine or shutting down the host. My work

occasionally uses pynput to record human demonstration traces, but the input

events are played back safely using the VirtualBox Main API via COM and the

VBoxManage tool.

My ScreenshotSensor class is representative of the way that an open ended

space of sensors and actions can be built by communicating with the VM using

the VBoxManage tool, as seen in Figure 4.2.

Conceptually, keyboard input is most easily explained. Pressing any key on
2https://github.com/moses-palmer/pynput
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Figure 4.2: An example of implementing a screenshot sensor over the base sensor
class.

a physical keyboard generates what is called a scan code, a 1 to 3 byte signal

sent to the processor [5]. The vast majority of keyboards produce one of three

sets of scancodes, usually represented as a set of hex numbers. For the sake of

maximum compatibility and ease of use, my API was implemented to use a hand

coded mapping between English names for keys and scan code set 1. Replacing

the scancode file with a different mapping allows for seamless switching (note that

set 2 is often automatically translated to set 1).

VirtualBox creates a virtual keyboard that creates keyboard events for the

virtual processor, and this communication channel can be directly filled with a

scancode to tell the VM that a key on the virtual keyboard was pressed. Each key

also has a different scancode that signals the key was released. Thus, key press

combinations are represented by sending a series of key press scancode without

sending the corresponding release scancodes. Sending a scancode and waiting a

period of time before sending the release code results in the VM thinking a key

was held down for that period of time. It is important to note that the maximum

17



time a key can be held down before registering as being pressed once or as being

held down differs depending on the guest OS and application in question (‘a’ vs

‘aaaaa’).

In my API, keyboard actions were handled using VBoxManage, due to a par-

ticularly useful and completely undocumented quirk. VBoxManage buffers the

last sent scancode when the VM is paused, and immediately passes it when the

VM resumes execution, minimizing the delay to performing an action during a

step. As a result, the current API implementation has very consistent keyboard

action timings.

Mouse control, on the other hand, required a different approach. Unlike key-

boards, any mouse movements or actions are passed to the processor at a hardware

dependent polling rate. At a 500 Hz polling rate, a mouse event will be generated

during movement every 2 milliseconds (as an aside, testing on both mouse and

keyboard actions was done by writing a custom keylogger and event reporter us-

ing the pyinput library). This causes an interesting problem: to perfectly model

human behaviour, a single simple mouse movement might need to be represented

as hundreds of actions. Since each action does involve some temporal overhead,

this can quickly add up and get out of hand. Thus, while this form of smooth

mouse input is technically supported by my API, in many cases it is preferable

to use actions that specify a current mouse location and teleport the mouse. As

mentioned earlier, VBoxManage does not support mouse control, so this action

type required implementation via a python wrapper for COM communications

with the Main API.

18



Chapter 5

Quantitative Evaluation

Several tests were run to quantify properties of my framework, establish be-

havioral bounds, and examine cost consistency. Two VMs were tested on, a Linux

distribution called Mint (a modern desktop experience with a standard GUI) and

a much smaller Arch Linux VM that only had text display capabilities. Table 5.1

summarizes the quantitative results for these two virtual machines.

The first set of tests establishes the average minimum virtual time taken per

action (i.e. how much time actually elapses in the virtual machine if told to do an

action and step for a very small time increment). This involved several executions

of a small block of input to a VM, which resulted in the current time being printed.

This VM was restored to a known saved state at the beginning of each trial, and

36 such blocks were run each time with each block designed to have an expected

execution time of 400 virtual milliseconds. 230 trials in total were run on each

VM. Taking the difference in the times between the first and last blocks, and

subtracting out the expected time the VM should have been running for (14.4

seconds), we are left with the average additional virtual time taken. Taking the

average over all trials, and dividing by the number of blocks in each trial and the

number of commands per block, we arrive at a value for the average additional

19



VM Configuration Small Large
OS Arch Linux Mint Linux

System Disk Size 2 GB 10 GB
System Memory Size 1 GB 2 GB

Game Tested NetHack Minesweeper (in browser)
Disk Snapshot Size 10–14 MB 2–79 MB

Memory Snapshot Size 100–200 MB 200–1000 MB
Snapshot Restoration Time 3–15 sec 10–90 sec

Minimum Latency 201 ms 216 ms
Test Time (± stddev) 4338 (± 121) ms 4551 (± 133) ms

Jitter 2.79% 2.92%

Table 5.1: Summary of quantitative evaluation for two virtual machine configu-
rations.

time taken to execute a command.

On the Arch Linux VM, this amounted to an extra 201 milliseconds for each

command, while on the Mint VM it took an extra 216 milliseconds per command

on average. This additional time per command is fairly consistent. The Arch

VM had a mean 4338 milliseconds total execution time, the standard deviation

was 121 milliseconds, or 2.79%. The Mint VM had similar behavior, with a

standard deviation of 133 milliseconds on an average total execution time of 4551

milliseconds, or 2.92%.

This has some implications for using the API to control AI evaluation envi-

ronments. First, it is not possible to send two inputs to the VM less than 200

milliseconds apart. The extra time cost can be partially accounted for by subtract-

ing 200 milliseconds from any step time, to bring the total virtual time elapsed

closer in line to the user’s expectations. However, this calibration is likely machine

dependent and currently must be determined experimentally.

VirtualBox uses its own container format for guest hard disks, called a Virtual

Disk Image (VDI) file. When a snapshot is taken of a machine, the state of

the disk is recorded. When the saved state is restored the disk will be reset as

20



well. The image file itself is not rewound; when a snapshot is taken the current

image file is frozen. When a VM writes after a snapshot, a child differencing

image file (a special disk image that only holds the differences to another image)

is created, and will receive all write operations from the virtual machine instead

of its parent.1 As a result, the effective disk sizes for a given snapshot will almost

always be significantly smaller than the base disk size for the root VM image,

unless the entire disk is overwritten. However, this size cannot be predicted in

general, without knowing the specifics of the VM’s setting and use case. In my

experiments, the Mint VM took on the order of tens of megabytes per disk image

associated with a snapshot, but in some cases took as little as 2 megabytes. During

the NetHack tests, the Arch VM took an average of 13 megabytes per snapshot.

More information on playing these two games is given in Chapters 6 and 7.

The most expensive part of making a save state of a running machine is freez-

ing the contents of memory. This is again dependent on the VM specifications,

but each memory save file for the Mint VM was on the order of hundreds of

megabytes (often just below one gigabyte), while the Arch VM took between

100-200 megabytes per save file.

1https://docs.oracle.com/en/virtualization/virtualbox/6.0/user/diffimages.
html
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Chapter 6

Playing NetHack

The first of two demonstrations involved playing NetHack on the Arch Linux

VM. NetHack, originally released in 1987, is an open source single-player rogue-

like video game.1 The game world is a procedurally generated dungeon with a set

of floors connected to each other, each made up of several rooms. Once a level

has been generated, it remains persistent for the rest of the session, until a new

game is started. The game is controlled purely via keyboard input, and has an

ASCII-based display.

Even in 2020, NetHack is currently being explored as a vehicle for developing

and testing Reinforcement Learning algorithms [10]. It functions as a series of

connected two dimensional mazes to be explored, with a variety of actions that

can be performed at any given time. Additionally, time does not advance unless

an action is made, reducing the need for precisely timed user input.

To demonstrate my API’s capabilities in allowing an AI system to interact

with NetHack, a set of functions were written to emulate the behaviour of a black

box AI system. A key press and step-time were chosen in a manner opaque to my

API, and were sent using code like that shown in Figure 3.2.
1https://www.nethack.org/common/info.html
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Figure 6.1: The AI has discovered a room with two exits (top and bottom). It
saves a restorable snapshot for later use.

After each step, feedback in the form of a screenshot was sent back to the AI

system, which could then do any processing required and send additional actions.

The AI could also save certain states that it thought were interesting (upon dis-

covering forks in a path or multiple exits in a room) as in Figure 6.1, take a set of

actions as in Figure 6.2, then restore back to the original state and take a different

set of actions as in Figure 6.3. This ability to return to previous states directly

without replaying is essential for implementing exploration algorithms such as

GoExplore.
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Figure 6.2: The AI explores the bottom exit.
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Figure 6.3: The AI restores back to the earlier state to explore the top exit.
Note that the bottom exit is unexplored in this branch of gameplay.
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Chapter 7

Playing Minesweeper

The second demonstration involves Google’s default minesweeper game, found

when simply searching for “minesweeper” in the search engine. No special adjust-

ments are needed to interact with the game. This would work equally well for any

game delivered over the network. Like NetHack, Minesweeper also consists of a

randomly generated state (mines and numbers are generated after the first click),

and is an NP-Complete game [9] that has been used in AI research before [3].

An AI system can use my API to save a state after making a first click (see Fig-

ure 7.1), leaving the rest of its interactions from that state deterministic. This also

demonstrates a different input type than before, being primarily interacted with

using a mouse. Here, the AI can rewind time if it clicks on a mine (Figure 7.2)

and ends the game, something that is not possible playing the game normally,

allowing it to learn from its mistakes due to its foreknowledge (see Figure 7.3).

This demonstration shows the utility in being able to time-travel in ways a

game would typically not allow, as well as being able to play any arbitrary game

delivered over a network, even those not extant at the time of creating the API.

Although saving the state of the VM obviously does not save the state of any

remote services being communicated with, this kind of time-travel is compatible
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Figure 7.1: The AI makes a restore point after the first click in game to remove
randomness. To reach this state, the VM needed to interact with live network
services.

Figure 7.2: While exploring, the AI clicked on a mine, causing a fail state.
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Figure 7.3: With knowledge from the future, the AI can return to the previous
state and mark the bomb, continuing its exploration.

with the transactional communication patterns typical of web browsing.
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Chapter 8

Limitations and Future Work

As previously mentioned, there are a number of limitations on the capabilities

of my API due to its current implementation. Very precisely timed actions are

currently impossible, as there is still a small jitter on the order of a few milliseconds

in the latency of each action. Additionally, games such as first-person shooters

or fighting games that require several real time actions in quick succession, below

the 200ms latency time, are effectively unplayable [6]. It bears mentioning that

these games would be similarly unplayable in the original Universe design as well.

This is currently compensated for to a degree: any user intended time between

actions greater than 200 milliseconds is shortened by 200 milliseconds to provide

more consistent behaviour. However, this compensation was calculated based on a

series of machine dependent tests. As it is difficult to completely remove the time

taken to pass messages to and from a (hypervisor-based) virtual machine, some

small amount of additional latency will be present. Ideally, an automatic config-

uration utility would be included to calculate this from a series of measurements,

but creating a robust enough piece of software to handle that is beyond the scope

of this work. Alternately, a virtual machine system with support for single-step
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execution (such as QEMU1) would allow for (virtual-)latency free interaction at

the cost of much less efficient forward execution.

Additionally, while games can be fetched over a network connection, there are

few avenues that would allow saving and replaying a network connection itself.

Web Replay, originally created by Firefox, does allow for capturing and replaying

network messages.2 However, by necessity this cannot replay the appropriate

responses from a server if a different action is taken. That would involve somehow

predicting what the server’s response would be to any arbitrary action. This could

be handled by expanding the usage of my API to also cover the server, allowing

a user to rewind the state of the server and client.

Finally, there are a number of additional input types and sensors that would

be nice to implement, such as better memory handling and audio/video data.

1https://www.qemu.org/
2https://webreplay.io/
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The original Universe idea was a laudable one: the ability to freely attach an

AI system to a very wide range of test environments would free researchers from

having to implement interfaces on a case by case basis, and expose a greater variety

of challenges. However, limitations in Universe’s design led to an unfortunate

reduction of scope in both of the formerly proposed solutions (Gym Retro and

µniverse). The key focus of this thesis is in using full-system virtual machines to

abstract AI evaluation environments, allowing for a larger space of environments

than even Universe provided, and adding the ability to create save states that can

be created at any arbitrary time and restored to.

With my API as an example, the ambitious scope of the Universe project is

still within reach if we are willing to pay the time and space costs associated

with using full-system virtual machines. My thesis has shown that these costs are

not unreasonable, and that the result will let us automatically apply a range of

sophisticated algorithms to an open-ended space of games (ranging from classic

text based games such as NetHack, to a Minesweeper clone found via a casual

web search) and indeed any software that runs on a modern OS.
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